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CLIENT CONVERSION STRATEGIES

Let's create systems that work for YOU in your biz. This module is all 
about setting up a system that works + converts! Systems, structures and 
funnels can naturally feel a bit more masculine-oriented in terms of 
energy. Be sure to listen to your gut, intuition, and higher self to bring in 
the feminine energy and get the results you really desire. 

YOUR IRRESISTIBLE OPT-IN OFFER  

Your opt-in is a free offer that you want your ideal client to sign up for. 
They can sign up for this offer through your website, social media, a 
Facebook ad, etc. The point of your opt-in is to build your mailing list. 
You want to build your mailing list so you can add value, build trust, and 
market your services to your community. Your #1 focus for your opt-in 
is that it speaks to your ideal client. Use these questions to help you get 
clear on your opt-in offer. 

What is your ideal client struggling with? 

What does your ideal client really need? 

How can you provide solutions and offer value? 

What do YOU want to help them with?  
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Jot down your top 10 opt-in ideas below. 

Narrow down your top 10 to your top 3. 

How will your opt-in be best delivered? (PDF, audio training, video 
training, quiz, checklist, etc) 

Pick your top opt-in idea and map out an outline for it below. 
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Name your opt-in! 

Your opt-in should have a juicy, catchy name that makes your ideal 
client go, "OMG I need this!!" 

Some things you could include in the title that tend to work well are: 
+ numbers ("the exact 6 secrets to a freedom lifestyle") 
+ a transition ("employee to boss babe" - this is what I called mine, with 
an additional subtitle) 
+ including the pain points and/or desires in a way that you're solving 
the pain point or giving the solution to the desire (Finally quit your soul- 
sucking job OR Finally create 6-figure success). 

Write down some super juicy ideas for your opt-in name below. If you 
are struggling with deciding, ask some friends/family you trust or your 
fellow biz besties! 
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EMAIL AUTOMATION

Your email automation is a series of emails that allows you to add value 
and build trust with your subscribers. At the end of the day, if your 
subscriber feels like they know you, they are WAY more likely to buy 
from you. The point of the email automation is to nurture and build that 
trust, and convert some subscribers into clients!  

These emails get sent to your list after a new subscriber signs up for 
your opt-in. An email automation series is typically 5-7 emails. 
Currently I use 5. There is no "right or wrong way" in my opinion. Feel 
into what your ideal client needs from you, and choose an amount that 
feels right.  

Use the space on the next few pages to map out/write your email series. 
For each email I give you a guideline what you should focus on and 
when it should be sent. 
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EMAIL AUTOMATION

EMAIL #1 

+ Trigger: 1-2 days after subscriber is added to list 
+ Focus: ask how they're enjoying your freebie, share a story about you 
that relates to freebie or why you created it to begin with. 
+ In a nut shell: Share a story/add value! 
+ Call to action: In body of email, give them a chance to download the 
freebie again in case they forgot. In PS, ask them to reply to the email to 
tell you how they're enjoying the freebie. 
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EMAIL AUTOMATION

EMAIL #2 

+ Trigger: 1 day after email #1 
+ Focus: adding more value, offering another freebie (not as "big" as the 
original opt-in) that compliments opt-in (checklist, mini-call, mini audio 
training, etc). You are NOT pitching in this email/with this freebie, only 
adding value. 
+ In a nut shell: Offer another freebie 
+ Call to action: Download/sign-up second freebie 
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EMAIL AUTOMATION

EMAIL #3 

+ Trigger: 1 day after email #2 
+ Focus: build a deeper connection. Share how you work with your 
clients (what you work on, what the tangibles are) and invite to book a 
call. 
+ In a nut shell: build deeper connection 
+ Call to action: book a free call if sharing how you work with your 
clients, if you're not then just remind them to download second freebie 
from email 2 
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EMAIL AUTOMATION

EMAIL #4 

+ Trigger: 1 day after email #3 
+ Focus: offer time-sensitive bonus or discount when they book a free 
call/purchase. Add extra value 
+ In a nut shell: offer extra bonus/discount that's time sensitive (I'd give 
48 hours) 
+ Call to action: book a free call (or purchase low-cost product)  
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EMAIL AUTOMATION

EMAIL #5 

+ Trigger: X amount of time that you give to book call/purchase in email 
4. Ex: if you give 48 hours to book call, send this 2 days later (on last day 
they're eligible for bonus or discount) 
+ Focus: remind them about the bonus/discount. Remind them this is 
the last day they're eligible. Get them to book the call or purchase so 
they receive bonus/discount 
+ In a nut shell: get them to book the call or purchase so they receive 
bonus/discount 
+ Call to action: book the call or purchase (if selling a product VS 
service) 
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EMAIL AUTOMATION

EMAIL #6 (OPTIONAL) 

+ Trigger: I would send this between email 3 and 4 (1 day after email 3) 
+ Focus: nurture/value email. Take a break from selling. Give value or 
share a story. Share an experience of your own or a client that you feel is 
valuable. 
+ In a nut shell: nurture/add value. 
+ Call to action: ask them a question in the PS and tell them to reply to 
email. Maybe they are going through something similar that you share 
in your story. Ask them a question that relates and tell them you'll offer 
your best advice when they reply. 
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EMAIL AUTOMATION

EMAIL #7 (OPTIONAL) 

+ Trigger: 1 (or a few) hour(s) before the bonus/discount expires (note: 
email 5 and this email would go out the same day) 
+ Focus: last chance to receive bonus/discount. Remind them what it is 
and get them to book call or purchase 
+ In a nut shell: last call for bonus or discount and send right before they 
expire!  
+ Call to action: book the call or purchase 
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SOCIAL MEDIA SETUP

Social media is HUGE for biz owners right now. A lot of online 
businesses are getting a lot of their growth/clients from social media. If 
you're not using it to your advantage, you're missin out! 

I like to keep it simple when it comes to social media. I don't believe you 
need to be "everywhere." I feel that it's better to stick to 1-3 channels that 
you a) enjoy being on and b) know that your ideal client is using.  

Below are some of the most popular social media platforms for 
businesses. 
+ Facebook 
+ Instagram 
+ Twitter 
+ Pinterest 
+ Youtube 
+ Snapchat 
+ LinkedIn 

What are the top 3 social media platforms your ideal client uses? 

What are the top 3 social media platforms you enjoy most? 

Based on the two questions above, which platforms do you need to focus 
on with your business?
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SOCIAL MEDIA SETUP

Now that you have your top 2-3 platforms, you need to create accounts, 
or adjust your current accounts. Personally, I stick to Facebook and 
Instagram. 

With Facebook, I created a Facebook Business Page. I left it unpublished 
until I launched my website. At this time I also published my business 
page, and invited every single person on my friends list to like my page. 
This really helped to drive traffic to my website, and also add 
subscribers to my list, the day I launched.  

Here are my tips for Facebook business page content: 
+ keep it on brand 
+ post regularly - I don't post every day, but I try to post at least weekly 
to show that my page is active  
+ before you publish your page, finish the page! Meaning, add a cover 
and profile photo that are representative of your brand, fill out the 
bio/description, activate the sign-up button 
+ have posts/content on your page before you publish - about you/your 
brand, share articles that are on brand, share your own blog posts, share 
photos  
+ get the likes up. Your biz page is really a numbers game. I've heard that 
having more likes can help the algorithm. So don't worry too much if 
people that aren't your ideal client are liking your page 

I do recommend having a Facebook business page if you plan to run ads. 
You can also use your Facebook personal profile for business purposes, 
which I feel is actually a smart idea. People tend to see personal posts a 
lot more than business posts, because of the algorithm.  

Jot down any ideas you have for your Facebook business page: 
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SOCIAL MEDIA SETUP

With Instagram I always get asked, "should I create a new account or just 
keep my own" I kept my own. I didn't want to re-build my following. 
However I did take inventory of my instagram page. I deleted or 
archived any photos that didn't feel good or on brand. I updated my bio. 
I got a clear idea of what I wanted my grid to look like and committed to 
posting on brand.  

What feels best to you? If starting fresh feels the best, go for it! But take 
note of any fears that may be causing resistance too (eg: I'm scared my 
current followers/friends will think I'm weird, I'm worried I'll annoy 
people, What if people make fun/don't get it?) 

My Instagram tips: 
+ keep filters consistent - either take note of the filters you're using and 
stick to 1 or 2, OR use a program that allows you to copy and paste your 
edits (VSCO Cam) 
+ create content pillars. These are topics that you'll revolve your posts 
around. Example: business, health, freedom, quotes, luxury, travel, etc. 
Make sure they are ON BRAND for you!! 
+ use an app like Planoly or UNUM to plan your posts and make sure 
they match your grid  
+ take advantage of stories!! How can you share your life/brand/biz 
(where the content pillars come in handy too) through your insta stories? 
+ be consistent. I'll be the first to admit I'm not the best when it comes to 
posting consistently on social media, but when I do, I feel more in-tune 
with my business. Pick a day each week to map out your content if that 
helps you 
+ if something doesn't match your grid/brand, post it to your story 
instead! 

Jot down any Instagram ideas that are coming to you/your content 
pillars:
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SOCIAL MEDIA SETUP

How can you post content that's on-brand on social media? 

How can you show up as the authentic you on social media? 

How can you use your voice on social media? (bringing in your sense of 
humour, swearing, professionalism, kindness, etc) 

Map out 1 week of content on the social platforms of your choice. I 
would suggest posting daily, so map out 7 days of content. However, 
remember to be gentle on yourself as it does take time to get there!
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